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Definition of Corporate
Compliance

Internal policies and procedures
designed to prevent and detect
violations of applicable law,
regulations, rules and ethical
standards by employees, agents and
others

Legal risk management
Internal controls



Operative Premise

   It is better to prevent and/or
minimize problems in advance than
to attempt to remedy those
problems after they have occurred



What is new -
historical context

Compliance has always existed, but ...
• Unprecedented wave of corporate

scandals
• Large push for widespread

regulatory reform
• Investor activism
• Huge declines in shareholder value



Why Pursue Corporate
Compliance as a Goal?

• Early problem identification /
avoidance

• Makes good business sense



Impact of Sarbanes-Oxley

• Required compliance for public
companies

• Sets a 'best practices' standard for
privately-held companies



Survey on SOX

   A survey of 1,356 chief financial
officers taken in 2004 by Robert Half
International, Inc. showed that 38% of
financial officers at privately held
companies agreed they should
implement the “same type of
governance and control practices”
required by Sarbanes. 38% were
undecided and just 24% disagreed.



Overview of SOX

• Sec. 301 Audit Committee
• Sec. 302 Officer Financial Certifications
• Sec. 401 Financial Accounting
• Sec. 402 Prohibited Loans to Officers
• Sec. 404 Management Annual Internal

Control Report
• Se. 406 Codes of Ethics for Senior

Financial Officers
• Auditor Attestations



Federal Sentencing Guidelines

   Substantially reduced
penalties recommended for
companies with compliance
programs in place



Guidelines Criteria for an
Effective Program

• Procedures and standards that are
reasonably capable of reducing the
prospect of criminal conduct

• Specific high-level personnel must
oversee compliance

• Due care not to give compliance
responsibility to those with a propensity
for illegal conduct



Guidelines criteria con’t

• Standards and procedures must be
communicated effectively

• Adequate steps to achieve compliance
incl. auditing, monitoring and reporting
mechanisms

• Consistent enforcement of policies by
appropriate disciplinary measures

• Reasonable responses to misconduct to
prevent recurrences



Reduction of Management
Liability

   Growing body of case law holds
directors financially responsible for
the active management of the
company

         “A director’s obligations include a duty to attempt
to assure that a corporate information and reporting
system exists.  Failure to do so may, under some
circumstances, render a director liable for losses
caused by non-compliance with applicable legal
standards.”  In re Caremark International Inc.
Derivative Litigation, 698 A.2d 959 (Del. Chan. Ct.
1996)



Potential reduction of punitive
damage liability

   Kolstad v. American Dental
Association, 527 U.S. 775 (1999)



Importance of Compliance
Message

   Compliance sends a critical
message of ethical
accountability to company’s
key partners, both internally
and externally



Effect on Business
Performance

   Studies show that
compliance is closely linked
to positive financial
performance



Potential Areas to Address

• Board governance
• Codes of Ethics
• Compliance with Federal & State

Regulatory codes i.e., OSHA,
FLSA, USA Patriot Act, etc.

• Privacy Issues
• Anti-trust
• Employment / personnel



Additional Areas

• Environmental policies
• Anti-discrimination policies
• Market practices
• Financial Accounting & Auditing
• Intellectual Property
• Record retention
• Crisis management
• Whistle blower procedures
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How to develop and implement a
compliance program

• Private companies should consider Organizational
Sentencing Guidelines

• More is desired, as prevention and detection of violations of
law is a negative standard; consider avoiding misconduct or
promoting best practices

• Truly “effective compliance programs” need not strangle
operations

• Delight employees, customers, vendors and investors with
sound workable process and clear expectations



Federal Sentencing guidelines address programs
to prevent and detect violations of law.

• “Effective Programs” must include these Categories:

• Procedures to Reduce Misconduct

• High-Level Personnel in Charge

• Due Care in Delegation of Authority and Responsibility

• Effective Communication and Training

• Monitoring, Auditing and Reporting Procedures

• Consistent Discipline and Corrective Actions

• Reasonable Responses, On-Going Improvement



Digestible steps to creating a
manageable program

• Designate
knowledgeable, high-
level internal leader

• Engage knowledgeable
external expert

• Discuss routine day to
day processes versus
visions and slogans

• Interview frontline not
just leadership

• Identify what the company is
proud of, and what it fears

• Consider reputation,
minimum regulatory
requirements and expectations

• List common customer
complaints and competitive
pressures

• Now you can identify risks
and begin to apply priority



•Identify risks and compliance minimums, address
process and procedures to reduce misconduct

•Keep goals manageable and achieve early success with
focus on one or two areas of greatest need/risk first

•Confirm commitment and buy in of CEO, CFO and
top executives early and often

•Don’t foster cynicism or undermine success by
announcing too much too soon

•Don’t announce programs or processes that will not be
achieved or will be ignored



Typical documents and procedures
to create or review include:

• Risks identified in audit
and interviews

• Standards of Conduct
for company or industry

• Code of Business
Conduct or Ethics for
company

• Mission statement

• Letter from CEO

• Employee handbook
and personnel
procedures

• Compensation system
and incentive policies

• Corporate compliance
program guidelines



If you have a compliance program
of sorts in place, audit or test it

•Evaluate points of weakness typical to
your industry, as well as best practices

•Apply scenarios of newspaper accounts of
glitches, scandals and abuses

•Interview or role play with employees to
determine understanding and courage

•Improve and re-train when spot or system
audit reveals weakness



Do employees know their role in
corporate compliance?

•Do employees know what to do when
they spot a lapse or breach?

•Do employees know who to contact,
how to report a potential problem?

•Will they call your compliance officer
before they call a prosecutor or reporter?



Let’s review two examples, one in
employment, one in trade practices.

•Good systems reduce the tendency to
forget, ignore and procrastinate or
commit misconduct or fraud.

•Company culture, regular training and
clear procedures empower employees
with the courage and confidence to do
the right thing.
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Segment Overview

• Administering compliance programs
• Training and education
• Systems for receiving and responding to

complaints
• Responding to possible or actual

regulatory violations
• Responding to regulatory investigations
• Reviewing and updating compliance

programs



It Looks Great on Paper,
Now What?

• Designating responsibility
– Lead compliance officer
– Regular support and involvement of upper

level management
• Adequate staffing and funding and other

resources for implementation and
administration
– For training
– For investigating and reporting
– To audit, document, analyze, and utilize the

results of the compliance program



Regular & Effective Education
and Training Programs

• Goals
– Inform and educate as to applicable statutes

and regulations and the importance of
compliance

– Effectively communicate company standards
and procedures

• Involve all affected employees
• Educate independent contractors and

agents
• Train new employees immediately



Regular & Effective Education
and Training Programs

• Document formal training undertaken by
the company

• Initial education and training
• Continuing education and training
• Making compliance second nature:

education that does not seem like training



Internal Enforcement

• Procedure for enforcing the compliance
program within the company
– Develop policies for which violations will

require termination or punishment
– Consistency across company
– Clear rules with some flexibility
– Further training for people not terminated after

a violation
• Document, document, document



Reporting Systems
for Complaints

• Hotline or other reporting system to
receive complaints
– Internal v. external complaints
– Ensure lower level employees access to

supervisors and compliance officer
• Obtain information through effective

employee exit interview program
• Methods to keep complaints anonymous
• Investigation and response
• Adequate documentation is critical



Monitoring Compliance &
Identifying Problem Areas

• Audits and other monitoring
• Preventative measures and corrective

actions
•  Internal reporting for discovered

violations
• Activities should be documented



External Disclosure
to Government

• What is the nature of the identified
problem

• Does the situation raise immediate public
health concerns

• Is the situation one that the government
wants to know about

• What government component(s) may be
interested

• What statutory or regulatory requirements
may be at issue



External Disclosure
to Government

• Are the facts adequate to determine what
violation may or actually exist

• What are the benefits and risks of self-
reporting the situation
– What are the advantages and risks of delaying

disclosure until additional facts are determined
– What is the most appropriate government

agency for the (initial) disclosure
– What are the advantages and disadvantages of

reporting to a particular agency



External Disclosure
to Government

• Is the company prepared and able to fully
cooperate in a government investigation
– Can company employees be quickly mobilized

to cooperate with federal investigators
– If individual employees have engaged in

misconduct, has disciplinary action been taken
against these employees, or has the company
made promises of support to them

– Is there reason to think that the government
might seek attorney-client or work product
privilege waivers

– If so, how will the company respond



External Disclosure
to Government

• How will the disclosure take place
– Recipient: which agency component or contact

person
– Form: written or oral
– Source: who makes the disclosure
– Is a meeting needed



External Disclosure
to Government

• Other considerations prior to disclosure
– Will the company make full disclosure or

partial disclosure
– What assurances can and should be made by

the company
– What “benefits” should the government

provide



External Disclosure
 to Customers & Others

• What is the nature of the identified
problem

• Does the situation raise immediate public
health or similar concerns

• Is the situation one that one or more
customers should be informed of
– Who should be informed
– How should they be informed
– Appropriate follow-up



Responding to Regulatory
Investigations

• Before an inspection or investigation, try
to understand scope of authority of the
relevant agencies

• When inspectors or investigators arrive . . .
maintain status quo

• Try to determine general purpose of
inspection or investigation
– Routine or specific complaint/inquiry
– General agency authority or subpoena



Responding to Regulatory
Investigations

• Role of company “lead contact” during an
investigation or inspection

• Access issues, including facility,
documents, personnel

• Responding to issues raised during
investigation or inspection

• Follow-up
• Responses to notices of violation or similar

documents



Reviewing and Updating
Compliance Programs

• Should be done on a regular basis -- at
least annually

• Should assess both individual elements of
the program and overall success

• Consider both outcomes of the compliance
program for company programs and the
compliance program’s underlying structure
and processes
– What works well
– What isn’t working as well



Reviewing and Updating
Compliance Programs

• Is more specificity needed
• Do additional areas needed to be added
• Issues to consider more frequently

– Changes in company that warrant
additional policies and guidelines

– Changes in company that may trigger
different or additional legal or regulatory
requirements

– Changes in relevant laws or regulations
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